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* 1. Introduction

The idea of this system is to use idle processors to increase the speed of NQTHM. There were many
design considerations, including:_

44o shared file system. We want to allow the dispatcher to use processors besides the ones
connected to our file-stem. This also allows us to implement a distributed system that has
a chance to recover from any problems that occur.

4 ,asy to kill jobs on a given host. Ultimately, if all else fails, we want a way to kill ALL
processes we have created. This a1so gives machine users some measure of control.

*4-asy to prevent job assignment on a given host. Machine users must be able to remove
their processor from the shared pool if they wish.

.Robust. The system should be able to recover from most kinds of processor or network
problems.
Nice user interface. Plenty of flexibility with reasonable defaults, output that tells the user
what he --- needs oknw, etc.

We wish to use the system to process an NQTHM event list in parallel, with a given granularity". Ifw
have a granularity of n, th,.n the first job will process the first n PROVE-LEMMAs. Each subsequent job
will process ni PROVE-LEMMAs. Since an arbitrary subsequence of PROVE-LEMMAs may require a

'previous definition, each job will process all previous definitions. A subsequence of PROVE-LEMMAs
may also require PROVE-LEMMAs from a previous subsequence, so each job will process ail PROVE-
LEMMAs from previous subsequences, treating each PROVE-LEMMA as an ADD-AXIOM.

This system allows the user to run a job on multiple machines in parallel. The issue of machine use has
been discussed at Computational Logic and a preliminary policy adopted. It is the policy at
Computational Logic to allow users to run parallel jobs using the dispatcher. Spawned jobs are to be run
at the default (nice) priority level, and it is OK for any user to 'Icick/spawned parallel jobs off his local
machine if he wishes (without feeling bad about it!)

Most users will only need or want to read Subsection 2.1.

Section 2 is a User's Manual for the system. Section 2.1 describes basic use of the system and includes
everything most people will need to use the system. Section 2.2 describes options to the system. Section
2.3 describes some hooks that allow customization of the system. Section 2.4 describes the use of the
dispatcher, the part of the system that distributes the work to other processors that may be used on work
other than NQTHM jobs.

Section 3 is a System Guide. Section 3.1 describes how the dispatcher is implemented. Section 3.2II
describes how events files are broken up and how the dispatcher is applied to this problem.

Section 4 includes results and conclusions. Section 4.1 compares the system's performance against
sequential runs. Section 4.2 suggests future work. Section 4.3 summarizes our conclusions.

Appendix A describes the instrumentation added to the system to keep track of its use. Appendix B
describes an experiment where the dispatcher is used to compile code in parallel. Appendix C is the code.

Acknowledgements: We'd like to thank Bob Boyer and Ross Overbeek for their help. Ross wrote a
program that gave us the idea to build this system. Bob created the "nuke-al" shell script for us and
suggested the basic paradigms for processing nqthm events and for compiling nqthm in parallel. Both
provided advice and encouragement throughout the project.
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2. A User's Manual

2.1 Basic Use

2.1-A An example

The following example shows how the function DO-FILE-PARALLEL may be called to run NQTHM
events in parallel. Comments are inserted in italics. Later subsections explain which directories and files
need to be present for this function to execute successfully, and some commands that control parallel jobs.

c1i:wilding[4G]% skcl (start up Lisp)
AKCL (Austin Kyoto Common Lisp) Version(l.57) Thu Sep 29 21:27:15 CDT 1988
Contains Enhancements by W. Schelter

> (load "/usr/local/src/parallel/top. lap") [Load in the paralleNQTHM -manipulation code)
Loading /umr/local/are/parallel/top. lap
Loading /usr/local/sr/parallel/from-nqthm. o

start address -T 191000 Finished loading /usr/local/mr/para11/fr:m-n~hm.o
Finished loading /usr/local/src/parallel/top.lsp
T

> (load-dispatcher) (Load in parallel NQ77M code)
Loading /local/arc/parallel/dispatch. o
start address -T 1c8800 Finished loading /local/src/parallel/dispatch.o
Loading / local / sr/parallel/bm, o

start address -T ld0800 Finished loading /local/arc/parallel/bm.o
NIL

> (do-file-parallel "/usr/bome/kaufmann/demo-permutationp.events" 2)
(Execute events infile with 2 PROVE-LEMMA events per job)
Clearing directory jobs/.
Creating jobs files... done.

Invoking dispatcher.
Initializing job information.., done.
Clearing directory output/.
Clearing directory temp/.

goats requested: ("clientl2" "cli" "anderson" "Jingles" "scarab"
"decaf.. "clientl3" "elgin" "oscar").
goats currently blocked: NONE. 3
starting>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> cli : DELETE-COMMUTATIVITY (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-PRZSERVES-MEMBER (job# 3) 0:00
starting>> jingles : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:00 I
completed>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-PRESERVES-MEMBER (job# 3) 0:01
completed>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:01
completed>> cli : DELETE-COMMUTATIVITY (job# 2) 0:01
completed> jingles : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:01
All events have been run successfully.
T

>I
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2.1-B Environmental requirements

jobs/ temp/ output/ hosts (optional)

<eventl> finish.1 <eventl>.output

<event2> finish.2 <eventl>.status
<event2>. output

output.1 <event 2>. status
output.2

status. 1
status .2

The system uses files in three subdirectories of the current working directory. By default, these
subdirectories are called jobs/, temp/, and output/. A user may also optionally have a file named hosts in
the current working directory.

The jobs/ subdirectory contains the input file associated with each of the processes to be executed. It is
created automatically from the input events file and the granularity (the number of PROVE-LEMMAs
requested per job). The jobs are assigned to processors in alphabetical order. The name of each job is the

name of the first PROVE-LEMMA in the file.1

cli:wilding[47]* i jobs
DELETE-COMMUTATIVTY PERMUTATIONP-PRESERVES-MEBR
MEMBER-APPEND PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE

The temp/ subdirectory contains files used temporarily during the execution of the jobs. Each scheduled
job is assigned a unique number. There are three files associated with each scheduled job contained in the
temp/ subdirectory. The output.n file is the output created by job n. The status.n file communicates
whether the nqthm events were successfully (or unsuccessfully) processed to completion, or whether the
job was terminated before it could complete. The finish.n file is created when the remote job finishes.

By default, when the finish.n file is created the output.n and status.n files are moved to the output/
subdirectory described below. Note that if the system does not have to recover from errors, there will be3 as many scheduled jobs as there are files in the jobs/ directory.

cli:wilding[481% is temp
finish.1 finish.4 output.2 status1 statue.4
finish.2 Junk.lip output.3 status.2
finish.3 output.1 output.4 status.3

The output/ subdirectory contains the output from jobs, and information about the status of each job. If
scheduled job n executes job X from the jobs/ subdirectory without error, then X.output in the output/
directory is identical to outpuLn in the temp/ directory and X.status in the output/ directory is identical to3 status.n in the temp/ directory.

I
'If the rile contains BOOT-STRAPs or NOTE-LIBs, then job naming and assigning is slightly different. Events of that type are

always the first events in a job, so the previous job may have fewer than PROVE-LEMMAs than the granularity. Job names are the
first event name in the job followed by a "." followed by a number that is the location in the file of the most recent BOOT-STRAP
or NOTE-UB. This is necessary since an events file with BOOT-STRAPs or NOTE-LIBs may have duplicate event names.

3
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cli:wild1ngE49]% le output
DEBTEE-COIOUTATMVITY. output PERMUTATIONP-PRESERVES-MEMER. output
DEL T -COMMUTATIVITY. status PERMUTATIONP-PRESRVES-EMBER. status

MEMBER-APPEND. output PERNUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE. output
MEMBER-APPEND. status PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE. status

If the current directory contains a file named (by default) "hosts", then it is used to find hosts upon which
to run. Each host name must appear on a separate line. The number of times a hostname appears in the
host file will be the number of processes that may be simultaneously placed on it. (For example, if "cli"
appears twice in the host file, then the host cli may have two simultaneous processes running on it.)

If a hosts file does not exist in the local directory, a system default is used.

cli:wilding[50]% cat hosts
clientl2
cli
anderson
jingles
scarab
decaf
clientl3

:lgin
o.car

2.1-C Problems That are Detected

There are two kinds of errors that are detected by the system. First, if a job finishes but does not produce
the appropriate output, then the system concludes that the remote job ended abnormally and reschedules
the work. (To construct the following example, one remote process was killed. The system detected the
problem and rescheduled the job.)

> (do-file-parallel "/usr/home/kaufmann/demo-permutationp.events" 3
:kill-if-no-progreas 60)
Clearing directory jobs/.
Creating jobs files.., done.

Invoking dispatcher.
Initializing job information.., done.
Clearing directory output/.
Clearing directory tamp/.

Hosts requested: ("clientl2" .. cli" "anderson" "Jingles" "scarab"
"decaf" "clientl3.. "elgin" "oscar").
Hosts currently blocked: NONE.

starting>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> cli : MEMBER-DELETE-OTHER (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 3) 0:00
***NOT completed>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 3) 0:00
starting>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:00
completed>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:01
completed>> cli : MEMBER-DELETE-OTHER (job# 2) 0:01
completed>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:01
All events have been run successfully.

The other type of error detected by the system is when no progress is made. If the output file is not
written to for too long, the system kills the local process (in case it is not already dead) and restarts the
job. (To construct this example, all local processes related to parallel jobs were killed on the local host.

4
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After a while the system detected the problem and took action.)

>(do-file-parallel "/usr/ome/kaufmann/demo-permutationp.events' 3
kill-if-no-progress 60)

Clearing directory jobs/.
Creating jobs files.., done.

Invoking dispatcher.
Initializing job information.., done.
Clearing directory output/.
Clearing directory temp/.

Hosts requested: ("clientl2" .. cli" "anderson" "Jingles" "scarab,
"decaf" "clientl3" "elgin" "oscar").
Hosts currently blocked: NONE.

starting>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> cli : MEMBER-DELETE-OTHER (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (Job# 3) 0:00
*** KILLED>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:02
5** KILLED>> cli : MEMER-DELETE-OTHER (job# 2) 0:02

*** KILLED>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 3) 0:02
starting>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 4) 0:02
starting>> cli : MEMBER-DELETE-OTHER (job# 5) 0:02

starting>> anderoon : PEPMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 6) 0:02
completed>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 4) 0:03
completed>> cli : MBER-DELETE-OTHER (Job# 5) 0:03
completed>> anderson : PEP1UTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 6) 0:03
All events have been run successfully.
T

I>
3 2.1-D The Par commands

There are several commands that are useful for controlling parallel jobs. They are used from the shell,
and none of them has arguments. Note that it is the policy at Computational Logic that it is OK for any
user to do execute any of these commands whenever he wishes.

" parstop -- block the local machine from getting more par jobs assigned to it (blocks are
removed at 8PM and 8AM every day) and kill all par jobs already running on this machine. 2

3 . parblock -- block the local machine from getting more par jobs assigned to it (blocks are
removed at 8PM and 8AM every day)

" parunblock -- free the local machine for par jobs

e parshowblocked -- show which machines are currently blocked

parkill -- kill all par jobs on this machine
parcount - givp the number of jobs owned by user par on the local processor (this is
usually twice the number of rsh's on the local machine)

3 Here's an example of these commands in action:

3 1lThis command is simply a parbiock followed by a parkill

I 5



clisvtl2:vilding [11] parshowblocked

jingles

clientl2 blocked
All PAR jobs killed on clientl2

cliontl2 :wilding[13] % parshowbiocked

clientl2:wilding[l4] % paruablocc
clientl2 unblocked
clientl2:wildingl11 parcouit
3 PAR jobs executing
clierxtl2:wildingti 6] parkill kill the current jobs but allow later ones
clieat12:wilding (17] % parcount
0 PAR jobs executing

2 PAR jobs executing
clientl2:wilding (19] % parstop kill the current jobs and prohibit later ones
clientl2 blocked

All PAR jobs killed on clientl2

o PAR jobs executing
clientl2:wilding (21] %3
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22 DO-FILE-PARALLEL options

There are several options available when using DO-FILE-PARALLEL to run NQTHM jobs in parallel.
They are passed as key parameters in the function invocation. The general form of an invocation of
DO-FILE-PARALLEL is:
(do-file-parallel infile granularity

:Joba-directory-name <directory-name>
:output-directory-name <directory-name>
Shost s- file-name <file-name>

:looal-host-first <t I nil>
:kill-if-no-progreas <number of seconds>
: command-name <command-name>
: front-end <file-name>
:delay <nil I number of seconds>
:nice-flag <t I nil>

2.2-A :jobs-directory-name

Default: "jobs/"

The jobs directory name is a string that contains the name of the subdirectory that is to be used to hold the
input files for the dispatcher. If the parameter given is not a real subdirectory name for the current
directory, or if the parameter does not end with a '/' character, then an error is reported. The job-
directory-name subdirectory is cleared with every run of DO-FILE-PARALLEL.

I 2.2-B :output-directory-name

Default: "output/"

The output directory name is a string that contains the name of the subdirectory that is to be used to hold
the output files from the jobs. If the parameter given is not a real subdirectory name for the current
directory, or if the parameter does not end with a '/' character, then an error is reported. The output-
directory-name subdirectory is cleared with every run of DO-FILE-PARALLEL.

3 2.2-C :hosis-Ile-name

Default: "hosts"

The hosts file name is a string that contains the name of a file that contains the hosts upon which to run
the parallel jobs. As described in section 2, if the host file name exists (either the default "hosts" in the
current directory or the file specified with the :hosts-file-name key parameter) then it is used to provide
the list of host names. If the host file name does not exist, than a system-wide default is used instead.

The hosts file contains one host per line. Each host name should be a valid host accessible to the user
with an rsh command from the local host. A host may have as many processes assigned to it as there are
occurrences of its name in the hosts file.

I 2.2-D :ocal-host-first

3 Default: t

A list of hosts is maintained by the system for use in assigning jobs when necessary. Since jobs are

I
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assigned to the hosts on this list starting from the beginning, the order of the hosts in the list affects the
job. This is particularly important when one considers system errors - a job that does not complete
successfully is reassigned to the first host on the list that does not have a job assigned to it, even if that
host was the one that just failed! If the first host is inaccessible for some reason, the system will loop
forever reassigning a job to that host.

Since we are already relying on the local host, in general we want the local host to appear first in the host
list. If :local-host-first is non-nil, then the host list lists the hosts in the same order as was found in the
hosts file, except that occurrences of the local host are moved to the front of the list. If :local-host-first is
nil, then the host list is in the same order as was found in the hosts file. 3
2.2-E :kill-if-no-progress

Default: 200 I
As described in section 2, remote jobs that do not produce output for too long are killed and their work
rescheduled. The minimum "safe" time in seconds for before a job may be killed is given with the I
parameter :kill-if-no-progress.

If the value of this parameter is n, then the processor checks every n seconds to see if any processes 3
should be killed. If a process has not written to its output file in the last n seconds, then it is killed and the
work rescheduled.

3

The garbage collection message is turned on in remote jobs (in the default front-end file - see :front-end
below) when they are set up to guarantee that long periods of time between output updates really means
trouble and is not just NQTHM taking a long time.

2.2-F :command-name

Default: 'pc-nqthm" U
The command name is the command that is to be run on the remote hosts. It must be accessible on the
remote host.

Probably the only time a user would want to change the default command is to use another version of the
theorem prover, for example "nqthm". U
2.2-G :front-end 3
Default: "/local/src/parallel/front-end.lsp"

The front-end is a string that is the name of a file containing forms to be sent to the remote processes 3
before the job-specific info and the events. The default contains code that helps set up the remote process
for running the subsequence of events that need to be run by that job.

Most users will not want to mess with this parameter.

3'Fis means that a process may take longer than n seconds to be killed once it stops producing output, but no longer than 2*n
seconds. 3

8 I
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2.2-H :delay

Default: nil

The par...,eer describes how often the local host will check to see if there are jobs that have completed.
If the number n is provided, then the local host will sleep n seconds between checking for completions.

If nil is provided (or the default is used) then the delay will be set equal to the granularity. Thus, if each
job processes 20 PROVE-LEMMAS and the delay is set to nil, then the local processor will sleep 20
seconds after checking for completed jobs.

2.2-I :nice-flag

I Default: t

If nice-flag is non-nil, then the jobs run on remote machines will be run using "nice". That is, they will
run so that they have a lower priority than most other jobs on the system. If nice-flag is nil, then the
spawned jobs will be run at normal priority.

Note that even nice jobs take resources, so running at a lower priority will not guarantee that running a

parallel job will have no effect on the systems used.

3 It is the policy at Computational Logic to run jobs at the default (nice) priority level.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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2.3 Some Implementation Hooks

1 ins section describes U!obal variables whose values are used by the system. Using them, the user may
customize the system somewhat.

The following variables may be set by the user.
* *output-completed-string* (Default: "Boyer-Moore job terminated") This suing appears in

the status file of a job. It signifies that the job completed. Whether the job completed
successfully or with failure is communicated on the line after this line.

" *no-io-in-paralel-flag* (Default: nil) This flag directs whether the remote processes should
produce the complete NQTHM output or an abbreviated version. If non-nil the abbreviated
version is produced.

" *delete-jobs-flag* (Default: nil) This flag directs whether the job input files should be
deleted after they are all processed. If nil the job input files are retained.

* *clear-query-flag* (Default: nil) This flag directs whether the the user should be queried
before the jobs, temp, and output subdirectories are cleared. If non-nil the query is
performed.

* *local-host-war!ing* (Default t) This flag directs whether the user should receive a
warning if the first host in the host list is not his local host. This is checked after the host list
is possibly rearranged to move the local host to the front of the host list (as described in
section 2.2). As noted before, if the first host is inaccessible for some reason, the system
will loop forever reassigning a job to that host.

* *save-temp-files-flg* (Default nil) This flag directs whether the files in the temp/
subdirectory should be copied or moved to the output directory when a job completes. If
non-nil, the temp files are copied (and therefore saved).

* *kiil.dispatcher-upon-seeing-failure* (Default nil) This flag directs whether the parallel
job should finish as soon as failure is detected. If non-nil, the job stops as soon as any of the
jobs returns a failure.

* *system-parallel-directory* (Default "/iocal/src/parallel/") This directory name contains
various files the dispatcher needs to operate. These files are discussed in Section 3.1.

* *parkill-command* (Default "/local/bin/parkill") This string is submitted to the system if
the system ends abnormally (e.g. the user aborts)

* *protected-hosts-subdirectory* (Default "protected-hosts/") This subdirectory of *system-
parallel-directory* contains the "block" files used by the dispatcher. (See Section 3.1.)

* *lock-rde-name* (Default "lock-out-others.par") This is the name of the lock file that is
used to lock te current directory from use as a parallel job current directory for someone
else.

* *output-info-subdirectory* (Default "statistics/runs"') This subdirectory of *system-
parallel-directory* holds the files that record job progress. These files are designed to help
track system use. (See Appendix A.)

* *all-valid-hosts-names* (Default nil) If non-nil, host names from the hosts file are checked
to make sure that they appear in this list. If they do not appear, a warning message appears.

10
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2.4 Dispatcher Use

This section is intended for someone who wishes to use the dispatcher part of this system independently.
We have tried to keep the dispatcher functionally separate in order to make it applicable to other problems
than parallel NQTHM. If you just want to use this system to run NQTHM jobs in parallel, this subsection
probably will NOT do you any good.

I DON'T LET THIS SECTION CONFUSE YOU IF YOU SIMPLY WANT TO USE THIS SYSTEM TO
RUN NQTHM JOBS IN PARALLEL. It is intended for those who want to build systems to do parallel

I work with other kinds of jobs.

Section 3.1 describes the dispatcher's implementation, and section 3.2 describes how the system is built
on top of the dispatcher. Appendix B contains an example of using the dispatcher to compile in parallel.

Dispatcher Use Overview

The dispatcher takes work and passes that work out to some processors. When a processor is done with a
task, the dispatcher updates its records and assigns a new job to the processor. Eventually all the work
will be completed and the dispatcher will return with a value reflecting whether all the jobs were3 successful.

The dispatcher expects there to be in the current directory a jobs directory (default name : "jobs/') that
contains the work to be done. By default, each file in the jobs directory contains the input to the
command to be run remotely.

During the execution of the dispatcher, a temp subdirectory (name: "tempf') is used to keep track of the
jobs as they progress.

After a job completes, its standard output is moved from the temp/ subdirectory to the the output
subdirectory (default name "output/"). If the name of the job file is X, then X.output will contain the
task's output and will appear in the output directory. X.status will contain the standard error stream3 output by the job and will also appear in the output directory.

The hosts to use for remote processing can be found in the hosts file (default name: file "hosts" in the
current directory).

Dispatcher Use Example
cli:wilding[12]% la jobs
Jobl Job2 Job3 Job4 Job5
cli:wilding[13]% more Jobs/Job2
hostname; date; rsh cli date
cli:wilding[l4]% more hosts
anderson
cliantl2
oscar

cli
cli:wilding[151% akcl
AKCL (Austin Kyoto Common Lisp) Version(l.57) Thu Sep 29 21:27:15 CDT 1988
Contains Enhancements by W. Schelter

> (load "/local/src/parallel/from-nqthm lap")
Loading /local/src/parallel/from-nqthm. lap
Finished loading /local/src/parallel/from-nqthm. lsp
TI
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>(load "/local/src/parallel/dispatch")
tatade -I lrcS Fnisdoading /local/sr ar ip
start addLess -T lc5S00 Finished loading /local/rc/parlle/dispatch.o
25392
>(dispatcher :coammand-name "sh" :completion-function #' (lambda (x)

:front-end "" :back-end "") (cons success nil))

Hosts requested: ("cli" "anderson" "clientl2" .oscar").
Hosts currently blocked: NONE.

starting>> cli : Jobl (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> anderson : Job2 (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> clientl2 : Job3 (job# 3) 0:00
starting>> oscar : Job4 (job# 4) 0:00
completed>> cli: Jobl (job# 1) 0:00
completed>> anderson : Job2 (job# 2) 0:00
completed>> clientl2 : Job3 (job# 3) 0:00
completed>> oscar : Job4 (job# 4) 0:00
starting>> cli: JobS (job# 5) 0:00
completed > cli :Job5 (job# 5) 0:01
T

>(by)
Bye.

cli:wilding[16] % ls output
Jobl. output Job2. output Job3. output Job4. output Jobs. output
Jobl.status Job2.status job3.status Job4.status Job5.status
cli:wilding[l8]* more output/job2.output
16538
anderson
Tue Feb 21 12:47:45 CST 1989
Tue Feb 21 12:56:29 CST 1989
cli: wilding [19] %

Dispatcher Invocation 3
A dispatcher invocation has the form

default
(dispatcher : Jobs-directory-name <directory-name> "Jobs/"

:output-directory-name <directory-name> "output/"
:hosts-file-name <file-name> "hosts"
:local-host-first <t I nil> t
:delay <number> 15
:kill-if-no-progress <number> 600

:coamand-name <co-nand-name> "pc-nqthm"
:completion-function <function> #' nqthm-completed
:front-end <file-name> "/local/src/parallel/front-end. lsp" I
:back-end <file-name> "/local/src/parallel/back-end.lsp"

:nice-flag <t I nil>) t
:Job-list <job-list I nil> )nil

Most of these parameters are the same as those to DO-FILE-PARALLEL (see section 2.2), with the
following exceptions:

" :host-file-name Like the :host-file-name parameter name to DO-FILE-PARALLEL except
if the file does not exist an error occurs.

" :completion-function This is a function to be applied to the status file of a job to tell
whether it completed successfully or not. The status file contains the output from the I
standard error stream of the job. This function will be applied when the remote process
terminates. It is expected to return either nil (the job apparently aborted) or a pair of the
form ('success. message) or (code. message) where code may be anything except 'success,
and message may either be nil or a list suitable as the arglist for the function FORMAT. If
this function returns nil for a job, that job is rescheduled. If all input jobs eventually

produce status files that indicate success in this sense, then dispatcher returns t, otherwise
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the dispatcher returns nil.

" :front-end This file is sent to the remote process as input before the job input file. If the
empty string is used, then no front-end file is sent.

- :back-end This file is sent to the remote process as input after the job input file. If the
empty string is used, then no back-end file is sent.

" :job-list If non-nil, this provides a list of job names in the jobs subdirectory to be run. Thismay be useful if only a subset of the jobs subdirectory is to be used, or if the jobs are to be
assigned in a particular order. If nil, all jobs in the jobs directory will be assigned in

alphabetical order.
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3. Systems guide: implementation

This section contains a description of our implementation. Let us re-emphasize that it should be
completely unnecessary to read this section if one simply wants to be able to use the system. Rather, we
have included this section for those who would like to know how this all works at the lower levels,
perhaps so that they can create variants of this system. One might even think of this section as
documentation for the code; the code itself may be found in Appendix C.

The first subsection below is a guide to the implementation of the dispatcher, which has nothing to do
with NQTHM but is a general-purpose program for running independent jobs in parallel. (The
dispatcher's use is documented in Subsection 2.4.) The second subsection below describes the I
implementation of the parallel version of the Boyer-Moore prover on top of the dispatcher. We conclude
this section with an explanation of the system front-end file. 3
3.1 Dispatcher implementation

The main function for the general dispatcher is the Lisp function DISPATCHER. The code and its 3
comments (see Appendix C) are the ultimate reference. In this section we describe the algorithm it uses
and some of the subsidiary functions.

Dispatcher algorithm: I
1. Initialize various environmental variables. These include the starting time, the local host

name, the user name, and the suffix to use for the filename where statistics of the run will be
collected, e.g. the '567489' in "/Iocal/src/parallel/statistics/runs/wilding.567489".

2. Set up locking. Only one run of the dispatcher is allowed in a given directory at a given
time, in order to avoid clashing use of common directories. The file "lock-out-others.par" is
created in the current working directory whenever the dispatcher is entered. The dispatcher
starts by checking to see if the directory is already "locked" in this sense; if not, it locks the
directory.

3. Check if jobs exist. If a job-list is provided, make sure that the jobs all exist in the jobs/
subdirectory.

4. Set up the jobs. The job names are simply the file names from the directory
jobs-directory-name ("jobs/" by default), unless they are provided by the :job-list
option.

5. Set up the initial hosts-jobs-alist. This is an association list which associates jobs
with hosts. Initially each host is associated with NIL, indicating that no job has yet been
assigned.

6. Enter main loop.
* Update completed jobs records. Remove the terminated jobs from the I
hosts-jobs-alist. Tack those that didn't complete back on to the end of the
list of unassigned jobs. (More on this below.)

" Possibly look for and kill bombed jobs. If it has been longer than 3
kill-if-no-progress seconds since we last looked for "bombed jobs", then
kill all the jobs which haven't output any characters in the last
kill-if-no-progress seconds and put them back on the list of unassigned
jobs. In such cases, a message headed with "*** KILLED" will appear on the
terminal.

* Assign jobs. Assign jobs to hosts which are currently not busy, appropriately
adjusting the hosts-jobs-alist and the list of unassigned jobs. Avoid hosts
that are currently blocked (except for the local host). Print an appropriate "starting"

I
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message to the terminal for each new job started.

e Check for completion. If no hosts are busy, return from the loop. Otherwise sleep
for delay seconds.

7. Report failed jobs. Return NIL if there are any failed jobs and otherwise return T.

8. Clean up. Remove the lock (i.e. delete the file "lock-out-others.par") and report completion
to statistics files. If execution didn't complete normally ther parkill to remove all
local jobs owned by user par.4

One complicated thing about the code is how jobs are started. The Lisp function SYSTEM (as it exists in
KCL and AKCL at CLInc) takes a string which is then given to the Shell to execute. Our function
SYSTEM-JOB-COMKAND produces a string that, when given to SYSTEM, creates a job. This causes
execution of the Shell command parcsh, which calls the Shell on its arguments after changing
ownership of the process to the user par. The argument list for parcsh is of the form

PAR <hoat-nauml> <comand-nama> <unique-nunber> <front-end> <Job> <back-end>

3 PAR is a c-Shell script (see Appendix C) that:
1. Write the process number to the file temp/output.n, where n is the <unique-number>

supplied above, i.e. the unique job number.

2. Call rsh (remote Shell) with host <host-name> and command <command-name>, piping
the concatenation of the files <front-end>, <job>, and <back-end> to its standard input
stream. Send the standard output of this process to the file temp/output.n, and send its error
output to the file temp/status.n, where (as above) n is the <unique-number>.

3. Create the file temp/finish.n (same n as above).

Notice that since we start by writing the process number to the file temp/output.n, we can kill abombed
job by first reading its process id from the first line of the output file and then issuing the appropriate kill
command.

I As mentioned above, we need to update completed jobs records. We have just explained that PAR uses a
remote Shell call (i.e., rsh) to fire up a job on a remote machine, after which it creates a "finish" file.
One may consider a job to be terminated if its corresponding "finish" file has been created. (The Lisp
function job-completed, which should perhaps be called Job-terminated, does this check.)
Such a "terminated" job is to be removed from hosts-jobs-alist. But first it must be decided
whether the job completed or not; if not, it should be put back on the list of unassigned jobs. This
determination is up to the completion function, which by default is the function nqthm-completed.
Recall from Subsection 2.4 that this function expects a file name, which in this case is the status file
temp/status.n (where n is the job's unique number), and returns either NIL (which means that it was
"unable to give a reliable answer") or a pair of the form ' success . message) or (code .
message). In the former case (where NIL is returned) the job is considered to have failed to complete
(and the message "***NOT completed" is printed out), and it is put on the list of unassigned jobs.
Otherwise the job is considered to have completed (and the message "completed" is printed out), the
message (if any) is printed out, and the output and status files are moved to the output/ subdirectory. If
the first component of this pair is anything other than ' success then the job is added to the list
*failed-Job-na 3es*. When the dispatcher finally returns, if this list is not NIL then the list is

printed out with an appropriate message and the dispatcher returns NIL. If all jobs succeed, then the
dispatcher returns T.

41n many cases this will kill ranote par jobs as well.
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3.2 Parallel nqthm implementation on top of the dispatcher

As in the previous subsection, we leave to the code documentation the task of giving detailed
specifications. What follows here is an overview of the execution of the main function,
DO-FILE-PARALLEL.

1. Set up locking. This works just as it did in the dispatcher. We want the current working
directory reserved for only this run of DO-FILE-PARALLEL since even before the
dispatcher is called we will be writing to one subdirectory, namely (by default) jobs/.

2. Check that appropriate files and directories exist. These include the system's
front-end file, the jobs/ subdirectory, the output/ subdirectory, the temp/ subdirectory,
and the hosts file (or whatever the user supplied in place of these defaults).

3. Set delay. If the : delay keyword argument has not been supplied by the user, then set the
delay to the granularity of the call to DO-FILE-PARALLEL.

4. Reset. Set the *current-job-unique-number* back to 0 and clear the relevant
subdirectories (these are jobs/ and output/by default, together with temp/).

5. Create the jobs files. These are the input files to be shipped to the remote hosts inbetween
the front end and the back end. Note that jobs with events which follow a BOOT-STRAP or
NOTE-LIB in the main file are suffixed with a natural number, i.e. they look like
<identifier>. n where n is the position of the applicable BOOT-STRAP or NOTE-LIB
in the main file.

6. Check directory. Be sure that the current working directory is what we started with; if not,
change to it.

7. Remove the locking. Otherwise we won't be able to run the dispatcher!

8. Run dispatcher. Return what it returns and print a happy message if it returns T. Clean up
by returning to the working directory that we started with in case that differs from the
current working directory.

The dispatcher is called with : back-end set to the filename argument (for the events list) of the call of
DO-FILE-PARALLEL. We'll omit discussion of the defaults, as these are documented earlier (see
Section 2.2, DO-FILE-PARALLEL-OPTIONS), except to discuss briefly the function
NQTHM-COMPLETED. Recall from the previous subsection that the : completion-function
argument to the dispatcher takes a filename argument (which is supposed to be the name of a status file)
and returns either NIL or a pair. The function NQTHM-CONPLETED in fact looks for a line that equals
the *output-completed-string*, "Boyer-Moore job terminated", in the given file, and then reads
the next line. If the first 7 characters of that next line are "success" (when converted to lower case), then it
returns the pair (' success NIL). Otherwise it returns the list (' failure . (<line>)),
where <line> is that line.

Note that the appropriate messages to the status file are placed there by the remote job. The top-level loop
function PAR-NQT-M-TOP-LEVEL in the system's front-end file in fact uses a system call to echo2 to
print the string "FAILURE: The event <event-name> failed." to the error stream (and hence to the status
file) in this case, where <event- name> is the name of the failed event; otherwise it prints "Success! !"

3.3 The system front-end file.

Recall that the default "front-end" file for DO-FILE-PARALLEL is the file
/local/src/parallel/front-end.lsp. The file /local/src/parallel/front-end-with-doc.lsp is a version of that file
with comments, so complete documentation may be found in that code. In this subsection we give
describe that code (which may be found in Appendix C).
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Recall that the front-end file is the first file sent into the standard input stream of the aqthm or
pc-nqthm process. That is, a remote host will be reading in and executing the forms from this file.
After all the forms in this file are read, the particular job file will be read in. The last form in the job file
is (PAR-NQTHM-TOP-LEVEL), where the function PAR-NQTHM-TOP-LEVEL is defined in the front-
end file. It is a top-level loop which will process the forms in the back-end file, i.e. the file of events. The
central thing to understand from the front-end file is the definition of PAR-NQTHM-TOP-LEVEL. That
function executes a loop after which it "cleans up"5. Here is what its main loop does.

I 1. Read the next form.

2. If there are no more events to process, return T. There are no more events to process if
we are either (a) at end-of-file or (b) at the event *finish-ame* (set in the job-file to be
the first event that we should not process).

3. Print the next event, evaluate it, and print its value. However, we turn PROVE-
LEMMAs into ADD-AXIOMs until we find the starting event. The variable
*start-name* is initialized to the starting event's name in the job file. In case there is a
preceding BOOT-STRAP or NOTE-LID the variable *start -position* is also set in

that file, and all events before the appropriate BOOT-STRAP or NOTE-LIB are ignored.

4. If the value is NL, exit the loop with value NIL.

The first part of the "cleanup" phase has already been described in the subsection above: A success
message is printed to the error stream if all events evaluated to non-NIL, and otherwise a failure message
is printed. (We also handle the case that a READ fails, i.e. and end-of-file is encountered during the
process of reading the next form.) Finally, we exit in the C language tradition, i.e. with status 0 if all
events evaluated to non-NIL and I otherwise. Our current implementation does not use that status
information, however.

The only slightly tricky part of this strategy is that the "cleanup forms" are not evaluated in Lisp when an
error is caused until control is returned to the built-in top-level loop. Fortunately, in KCL there is a global
variable *break-enable* which one may initialize to NIL in order to avoid entering the break loop3 when an error occurs. This is the first thing we do in the front-end file.

The front-end file also contains the form (setq sys: : *aotify-gbc* t), which turns on garbage-
Collection notification. This feature should make it virtually impossible for an NQTHM job to "bomb"
simply because it's not putting out characters fast enough; if all other output is slow, still there are likely
to be frequent garbage collection messages!6

II

3I 5in Usp jargon, it executes the cleanup-forms of an tNWIND-PROTECT

60ne exception is compilation, where certain phases of the code generation can take a long time without a garbage collect. In this
case one may wish to specify a large number of seconds for the :il.-if-no-progre- parameter, as illustrated in the
example in Appendix B, where we use 20O.
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4. Results and Conclusions

4.1 Trial Runs

We've run several tests to try to break the error handling capability of the system. These included killing
processes in the middle of a job, adding sleep commands to jobs to make them "killable", and even
turning off a remote processor before it finishes. In all these tests the problem was detected and the
parallel job recovered.

The dispatcher's utility has been demonstrated separately from the problem of doing NQTHM runs in
parallel. It was used to compile code in parallel. That experiment is described in Appendix B.

We've run several different nqthm files for testing. The largest nqthm job we've run in parallel so far has
been the events that create the various shared libraries created by Bill Bevier. With 7 Sun 3/60 processors
(including the processor that ran the dispatcher) the job took 2 hr 22 min, compared with 10 hr 31 min for
one dedicated processor running pc-nqthm from the shell.

The speedup of about 4 1/2 is about 63% of the theoretical maximum. The following lines from the
parallel run's output show that only a fairly small portion of of the 37% loss is due to uneven finish times
of the jobs.
completed>> scarab : T (job# 63) 2:08
completed>> jingles : PUT-WITH-LARGE-INDEX (job# 52) 2:09
completed>> elgin TIMES-DISTRIBUTES-OVER-DIFFERENCE (job# 64) 2:09

completed>> decaf : PUTS-WITH-LARGE-INDEX (job# 55) 2:10

completed>> oscar : QUOTIENT-DIFFRPENCE-LESSP-ARG2 (job# 57) 2:17
completed>> clientl2 : PUTS-PUTS3 (job# 54) 2:21
completed>> clientl3 : QUOTIENT-DIFFERENCE1 (job# 58) 2:21
All events have been run successfully.
T

4.2 Future Work

There are several things we'd like to do (someday) that would increase the utility of this coarse approach
to parallelism in NQTHM.

Integrate with J Moore's library utilities. When NQTHM with efficient library utilities is
released, it will have two possible impacts on our system. First, it may allow remote
systems to avoid redoing the DEFNS and old PROVE-LEMMAS for each job. Second, and
more importantly, it will be very desirable for our system to produce endorsed "books".

* Include the notion of dependencies. We should investigate better ways to create the job
files. Some events depend on others, like PROVE-LEMMAs after a BOOT-STRAP, and
some events take longer and should have processing resources devoted to them early.

" Find the bottlenecks. We're not sure right now what is keeping us from getting better
performance. (63% may be as good as it gets, but we should at least know what the
important factors are.)

* Try some big runs. The system has limits. (100 remote hosts would surely fill the
dispatcher's process table, for example) We should find out what these are.

" Try to run remotely The system has been designed to run on machines that are not in the
local area network. We should try it.
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43 Condusions

It's not difficult to take advantage of idle processors.

GNU EMACS with KCL running under Unix is a wonderful development environment.

The basic idea of running NQTHM event files in parallel by sending remote processors subsequrences of
events seems to work fairly well. With large runs we have obtained close to 2/3 of the theoretical
speedup.

I',
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Appendix A

Instrumentation

In order to get a handle on parallel job usage, some instrumentation has been added to the code. There are
several files that are updated when parallel work is done.

A.1 /local/src/parallelstatistics/blocks

This file contains information about the creation and removal of block files. There are 4 types of
messages.

* USER-BLOCK A user has blocked a processor.

" USER-UNBLOCK A user has unblocked a processor.

" USER-UNBLOCK-FAILURE A user tried to unblock an unblocked processor.

* SYSTEM-UNBLOCK The system unblocked some processors. The list of block files
follows.

* SYSTEM-UNBLOCK-FAILURE The system tried to unblock processors but there were
none to unblnck.

example block file:
++02/20/89 17:13:10 USER-UNBLOCK kaufmann cli

++02/20/89 19:15:16 USER-BLOCK wilding cli
+++02/21/89 16:28:16 SYSTEM-UNBLOCK
total 1
-rw-rw-r-- 1 wilding 2 Fab 20 19:06 cli

++02/21/89 16:28:47 SYSTEM-UNBLOCK-FAILURZ
++02/21/89 16:28:49 USER-BLOCK wilding cli

A.2 /local/src/parallellstatistics/job-info

This file contains information about the parallel jobs run. The information contains the date and Lime, the
user, the dispatcher host, the run code number (see the next section), the requested hosts, and the blocked
hosts.

example job-info file excerpt:

++02/24/89 17:37:17 PAR-START kaufmann clientl2 355006
hosts: ("clientl2" "scarab" ".elgin" clientl3' .. de.af")
blocked: ("anderson". "cli" "Jingles") I
+02/24/89 17:48:38 PAR-END kaufmann clientl2 355006

boats: ("clientl2" "scarab" "elgin" "client13" "decaf")
blocked: ("anderson" "cli" "Jingles")
.+402/26/89 16:15:17 PAR-START wilding clientl2 522876 I
hosts: ("clientl2.. "cli" "anderson" "Jingles" ,scarab" ".decaf"

"clientl3.. "lgin" "oscar")
blocked: NIL
++02/26/89 16:16:30 PAR-END wilding clientl2 522876
hosts: ("clientl2' ".cli" "anderson" "Jingleas" "scarab" ".decaf""oli.nt13" ".lgin" ..o."Oscar"
blocked: NIL

I
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3 A.3 /local/src/parallel/statistics/runs

This directory contains a trace of all runs using the parallel system. There is a file in this directory of the
form <user-name>.<code-number> for each parallel run. The code-number is the number found in the
job-info fide. 7 Each file contains the header information of the job-info file plus progress messages that
the user received while he ran the job.

I Example runs directory:

cli:wildingE4]0 ad *kaufmann/dispatcher
cli:wildingE51% ad /local/src/parallel/statistics/runsIli:wilding6] % is
kaufmann.345071 kaufmann.346447 kaufmann.355006 wilding.524027
kaufmann.345195 kaufmann.348576 wilding.522876 wilding. 524251
kaufman.345253 kaufmann.352817 wilding.523562 wilding.524815
ili:wilding(71 cat wilding.522876
+++02/26/89 16:15:17 PAR-START wilding clientl2 522876
hosts: ("clientl2" "cli" "anderson" "Jingles" "scarab" .decaf"

blckd Nlientl3", "lgin" "oscar")
bloe:NIL

starting>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> cli : DELETE-COMMUTATIVTY (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> anderson : PERUTATIONP-PRESERVES-MEMBER (job# 3) 0:00

jstarting>> ingles : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:00
completed>> anderson : PERMUTATIONP-PRESERVES-NMEMBER (Job# 3) 0:01
completod>> clientl2 : DELETE (job# 1) 0:01
completed>> cli : DELETE-COMMUTATIVITY (job# 2) 0:01
completed>> jingles : PERMUTATIONP-TRANSITIVE (job# 4) 0:01
++02/26/89 16:16:30 PAR-END wilding clientl2 522876
bosts: ("clientl2" "cli.. "anderson" "Jingles" "scarab" .decaf"

"clientl3" "elgin" "oscar")
blocked: NILcli: wilding [8] •

I
I
I
I
I
U

3 7Thi code-number is actually the file-server's "universal time" in seconds, modulo 1,00.000.
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Appendix B

Parallel compilation I
In this appendix we describe an experiment using the dispatcher for parallel compilation of NQTHM.
This method could be generalized to solving the problem of compiling arbitrary systems. However, we've
chosen simply to build a reasonably optimal parallel NQTHM compiler at this point. We describe the
parallel compiler and how fast it is.

B.1 How Parallel Compilation is Done m

The NQTHM code is broken into the file sloop.lisp (which is Bill Schelter's loop macro definition) and 10
other files. Three of those 10 must be compiled in sequence first. The remaining 7 files may then be
compiled in parallel. The function COMPILE-NQTHM-SEQ defined below is like the existing function
COMPILE-NQTHM except that it doesn't compile sloop.lisp or the final 7 files.
(DEFUN COMPILZ-NQTE-seq () I

;;; **** This is all done before saving a core image
(FLET ((Lr (N)

(LOAD (EXTEND-FILE-NAME N FILE-EXTENSION-BIN)))

(Cr (N) J
(COMPILE-FILE (EXTEND-FILE-NAME N FILE-EXTENSION-LISP))))

(PROCLAIM-NQTKK-FILES)
(system "date")
(format t "-&Completed proclaiming nqthm files. -&")
;;; (CF "sloop") ***** We assume that sloop exists in any reasonable system!
(LF "/local/src/nqthm/sloop")
(CF "basis")
(LF "basis")
(CF "genfact")
(LF "gonfact" }

(CF "events")
(LI "events,,)))

We don't compile sloop.lisp because the object file sloop.o does not change very often (i.e. we view it as
being a file provided by the Lisp system)

The idea is to save a core image after compiling and loading the "sequential" files, and then run that core
image in parallel, compiling one of the remaining 7 files in each job. The top-level call of this compiler is
a shell command that calls akcl twice: first for the initial sequential compilation of the first 3 files, usingaI
the function COMPILE-NQTHM-SEQ shown above, and then for the parallel compilation of the
remaining 7 files.

The file nqthm-par.lisp is the same as existing Boyer-Moore file nqthm.lisp, except that it includes the m
definition of COMPILE-NQTHM-SEQ and contains the following definition.

(DEFUN COMPILE-one-.QTHM-file (filename)
**** his is all done after saving a core image from (compile-nqthm-seq)
enco we may assume that all the proclamations are already around.

(COMPILE-FILE (EXTEND-FILE-NAME filename FILE-XTENSION-LISP)))

Other than nqthm-par.lisp, the following files comprise the crucial parallel compiler code.

I
I
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compile-ncqthm-ahll-script:I date
akcl < compilo-nqtbm-seq.lisp
date
rah scarab W

rah clientl3w
rsh de1gm

rm /usr/hoas/kaufmann/compiletest/temp/*
akcl < compile-nqthm-par. limp
date

The ffle compile-nqtbm-seq. lisp:

(when (preb-fil. "lock-out-others .par")I (error "Dispatcher won't work -- please remove lock-out-others.par'"))

;nqthm-par.limp is just like nqthm.lisp, except that instead of
CONPILB-NQTB3( it has CQKPILE-NQTHN-SEQ and COPILE-ONE-NQHN-FII

;and also LOAD-NQTHX is omitted end sloop is loaded but not compiled.

(system "date")
(format t "-*Begin compiling sequential part of nqthm-%")

(compile-nqtbm-seq)

(system "date")
(format t "-*Save core image-V)

(save "/usr/tmp/nqthm-conipilation-midpoint")

The fie compile-nqthm-par. lisp:

(load "/local/src/parallel/top.lap")

(load-dispatcher)

(system "date")
(format t "-%Now starting dispatcher run-%")
(setq *output -completed- string* "Compile job terminated")
(dispatcher : command-name "/uar/tnp/nqthm-compilation-midpoint"I

;use nqtbm completion function
front-end "coupile-nqthm-front-end. liap" :back-and

:kill-if-no-progreas 1200 " o ee m c d - -" " o e.zIjbls (,oelal"oebd""oeem cd--""oeaz
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Thefle compile-nqthm-front-end. lisp:

(setq sys::*notify-gbc* t)

(defvar *output-completed-string*)
(setq *output-completed-string* "Compile job terminated")

(dofun format2 (string &rest args)
(system
(concatenate 'string

"echo2
(apply #'format nil string args)
.. U)) )

(defun format-nqthm-status (string (rest args)
(apply #'format2 (concatenate 'string *output-completed-string* "-&" string) args))

(SETQ *DEFAULT-NQTNM-PATH* "/uer/home/kaufmann/compiletest/")

A typicaljob, eg. jobs/code-l-a:

(compile-one-nqthm-file "code-l-a" )

(cond (*break-enable*
(if (probe-file "/usr/bome/kaufmann/compilotest/code-l-a.o")

(format-nqtbm-status "Successl!")
(format-nqthm-status "FAILURE -- did not end in a break, but file doea not

exist.")))
(t (format-nqtbm-status "FAILURE -- ended in a break.")))

B.2 Results from Using the Parallel Compiler

Summary of Times

Total sequential time: 2688 sec.
Total parallel time: 1191 sec.
Real Speedup: (/ 2688 1191.0)) = 2.26

Parallel run breakdown (times in seconds):

load nqthm-par.lisp 4
Proclaim 109
compile-load sequential part 226
save core image 124
Irsh ... w) 24 (To see which processors were busy -- none were)
load dispatcher code 13
Run dispatcher 691

Total 1191

An abbreviated shell transcript
17:28:48
>Loading nqthm-par. lisp
Finished loading nqthm-par.lisp
17:28:52
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I
Begin compiling sequential part of nqthm

17:30:41
Completed proclaiming nqthm files.
Loading /local/arc/nqthm/sloop.a
start address -T 20e800 Finished loading /local/src/nqthm/sloop.o
Compiling basis.lisp.

start address -T 2b0000 Finished loading events.o
14744

17:34:27
Save core image

17:36:31
[rah ... w]
17:36:55
AKCL (Austin Kyoto Conmmon Lisp) Version(l.57) Thu Sep 29 21:27:15 CDT 1988
Contains Enhancements by W. Schelter

>Loading /local/src/parallel/top.lsp

17:37:08

Now starting dispatcher run
NIL

Hosts requested: ("clientl2.. "scarab" "elgin. "clientl3" .. decaf").
Hosts currently blocked: ("anderson" "cli.. "Jingles").

starting>> clientl2 : code-l-a (job# 1) 0:00
starting>> scarab : code-b-d (job# 2) 0:00
starting>> elgin : code-e-m (job# 3) 0:00

starting>> clientl3 : code-n-r (job# 4) 0:00
starting>> decaf : code-s-z (job# 5) 0:00
completed>> clientl2 : code-l-a (job# 1) 0:07
completed>> decaf : code-s-z (job# 5) 0:07
starting>> clientl2 : ppr (job# 6) 0:07
starting>> decaf : io (job# 7) 0:07
completed>> clientl2 : ppr (job# 6) 0:08
completed>> scarab : code-b-d (job# 2) 0:09
completed>> elgin : code-e-m (job# 3) 0:09
completed>> decaf : io (job# 7) 0:10
completed>> clientl3 : code-n-r (job# 4) 0:11
T

>Bye.
17:48:39

One measure of "efficiency" is in terms of how many total CPU seconds are used in the parallel vs. the
sequential run. That is, this measure should be an indication of the overhead in setting up the dispatcher
run. We measure this kind of efficiency in (Al below, with a slight variation in (B). In part (C) we
measure the actual REAL speedup comparing the parts of the two runs that can actually be made parallel,
i.e. the compilation of the files code-I-a, code-b-d, code-e-m, code-n-r, code-s-z, ppr, io.

(A) From the point of view of total CPU seconds used (on all processors).

First we calculate the expected total CPU seconds for a theoretical "optimal" parallel run. More precisely,
this is the total seconds for the sequential compilation run together with the additional operations done in
the parallel run that don't correspond to actions taken in the sequential run. (Notice that our notion of
"additional operations" does not include time required to fire up processes or other overhead incurred in
running the dispatcher.)

I
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[total sequential run time] + leave core image] + [rsh ... w] + (load dispatcher code] =
2688 + 124 + 24 + 13 =
2849

On the other hand, if we note early completions,

completed>> clientl2 : ppr (Job# 6) 0:08
completed>> scarab : code-b-d (job# 2) 0:09
completed>> elgin : code-e-m (job# 3) 0:09
completed>> decaf : io (job# 7) 0:10
completed>> clientl3 : code-n-r (job# 4) 0:11

we get the estimated total CPU seconds for the entire actual parallel run by subtracting off the minutes
that all but clientl3 sat idle (note the gross rounding here!):
[(total parallel run time) - (dispatcher-time)] + (* 5 (dispatcher time))

- (* 60 (3+2+2+1)) -
(- 1191 691) + (- 5 691) - 480 -
3475

Estimated actual efficiency from the point of view of total CPU seconds used:

(I 2849.0 3475) - 82%.

(B) From the point of view of total CPU seconds used (on all processors), but only for the part of
compilation potentially done in parallel

Sequential (Real) Time for code-l-a to the end (note nqthm-par.lisp and nqthm.lisp are similar in load
times): Roughly,

(sequential total] - ((load nqthm-par.lisp] + [Proclaim]
+ (Compile-load sequential part]) 

(- 2688 (+ 4 109 226)) =

2349

Parallel run (as explained above, roughly 8 minutes less than (* 5 691) ):
(- (* 5 691) (* 60 8)) =

2975

Efficiency: (I 2349 2975.0) =
79%

(C) From the point of view of looking at REAL TIME, but only for the compilation potentially done
in parallel:

Sequential run, code-l-a to the end (as shown in (B) above):
2349

Parallel Real Time for running dispatcher:
691

REAL speedup for code-l-a to the end:
(/ 2349 691.0) -

3.40

Efficiency for code-l-a to the end:
(/ 3.40 5) - 68,
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Appendix C
Code

We give here the contents of the following files in directory /local/src/parallel/ bm.lsp, dispatch.lsp,
top.lsp, front-end-with-doc.lsp, and PAR.

. .... . .. . ..................
..... now Xzm ~ IPT f

;:are's aen example of what an input stream might look Like (whiteapace added hare).

(defrotend. eet..

(detqm o-8no-io) l

* (Betq bLurb-2.q nil)

IderWar towtput-.cmleted-string -Boyer-Moore job terminated-)

*star-t-am&*ea 
TX

(setq Cstaft-positicom* 0)
(Pe-nqtho-top-leveL)

(dofvs~r *outpuj -comploted-atrinqe -Boyer-Noe job terminated")

(deftar fto-io-im-parallel-flag* nil)

(detwar CdsloU- oba..flq* nil) ;if flou-N~I. delete the fi-les in jIow/.

................. TX RAET

Rare 11FXZ is the list of -qtlo events, auc-azz is the granularity. i.e. the

numer of events to be ran each time (after bringing the chronology up to speed),
eAd 3Oa-DIRSCM-RMS and O PUT-DINSCTRY-XJV are the eubdirectories of the
current directory for the input an" output files (respectively).-

(UITA-Ma*-VILI (XB5TRZAM rawlIW
:DIXI=fGK INPUT

WX-D=B-uct-waST :ZPn)

,let I(start-info (atart-info inetrean suc-size)))~eWe haven' t thought enough about how to handAle two 3oke with the sees nase.
apezep we should put somsthing hare checking for doploat. file names.

Bot probably that's abhtter left for when we deal with books and such.
(iterate for tail on start-info

wheon a& bit of error-checking
(it (atom (caar tail)) t

(error "Eancountered non-atom in sart-names, -a.- (oeer tail)))I colect
(create-one-job-file (car tail) (cadr tail) joha-directory-neme)))))

(dofun start-name-of (form)
(if (new-dispatch-call form) (car form) (cadr fore)))I (dfene lumea-om (fore)

fTia is a recogmissr for the class of forms which deteramne our notion of granularity.
For ozempLa. if cOSTRAIW hcmes an event then We Should include that too.

(member (car fora) ' (prove-am Isse) :teat #' eg))
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(deia new-dispatch-call (form)
"* Should be modified when we deal with hooks and such.

(or(e (-s fo-) 'boot-strap)
(eq (oet foam) 'note-lib))

(defum start-info (Instrem suc-sixe)
Retoun a List of pairs (<event -name> .a), *wheve a >- 0 Indicates the starting
position (from a boot-strap or note-lib call or the beginning of file) for this

ven-nm. (I could return the position as well, hut I want the event-names
to Coeats nine file Dnes, and the the position ought to he irrelevant.)

Notice that every sgc will end with a 2.m, except when the accumltion process
is aborted by a hoot-strap or note-lib.

(iterste for position from I

i is the number of lIsmes Vo've got so far in the n we're somcalating
when ready-fig is sot we knew we're ready to start a Dew owc

while (not (eq (setq form (read instreas nil. a-very-rare-cone))

do (Pove. a-very-rare-cans))

(cond ((not (and (Cons form)
for (noll (cdr fern))

(cansp (cdr form))
(error - Zmacontared atom, in event file: -& -8" form))

((new-dispatob-call form)I
(setq ready-fig nil) ;in case we were already ready snyhow

(ast S. 0)
(Setq suffix position)
(Setq ens (ons (cons (start-name-of form) suf fix) ens)))

ready-ffignlI
(edy-fig fq il
(setq ans (cons (cons (start-ame-of forn) suffix) ens)))

(t nil))
(when (iamm-forn fern)

(eata 1 (1+ i)
(wha (e i suc-sia.)I

(setq i 0)
(aetq ready-fig t))))

finally (return farevers ens))))

(start-info finish-into 3obs-direatory-nameI

Cans (job-file-ame-from-pair (job-file-name-fran-pair start-info)))

writes out an input file in the subdirectory aCU5-bIRXCCT-ImUQ

which is appropriate for nqthm or pc-nqtbo. if Craa!T-M1O is
(<event-name> .<position>), that input file is intended forI

running events in the file from the position <position> in 11111.3

up to (bat not including) 11MIB-5AN, with output to he written
to a file In OrTPUW-DIIZCTCaY-NA11. Lamas before the event
namted. <event-name> (after <position>), however, are to he taken
as axioms.I

The funcytion actually returns the new input file's name.
(with-open-file
(outstresm (concatenate 'string jobs-directory-name, job-fil-ame-from-pair)

:directioan : output)
(when fno-io-in-peralle-fag*

(forest outstram -(defm no-i.( nl ."
(formst outstrem -(setq io-fn 'oi)"

(forest outatram -(setq blurb-figl) C)
(forest outstream -(defert output-comlted-string* -5)-t-

*eutput-amr, ted-triwg)
(formst eutstrem * (Betq 'stat-mO '5)-i (car start-infof))I
(formst outstram, "(setq tfinish-name* -)C (oar finish-into))

(foreat outstrean -(setq *start-position' -a) -%- (cdt start-intfo))
(formst outstream -(per-nqthm-top-levsl) -4" (cdt start-into)))

job-fil-ame-from-pair)

;: ate, as usual, 51151-1910 is a pair (slahol . number), Where symbol is an event-name

(if (. (cdtr start-into) 0)
(string (car start-intfo))

(concatenate 'string (string (car start-info)) "

(prini-to-string todt start-into)))))I
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U 2:returns arom-nil it we find the header 4,output-oouplerted-string* (which isn' t then

(come I failure
(Lisrt -=~UUAL VAZWRS: Wile -A should exist, but does neti -A"

(t
(with-ope-file (stream file-na..) fl notr.~

(ieeual withqdoncs inpuhseqin

(it (atqi (re-trng (adLne s ess nil) I)

4wharn (*goal input0055-string oapt omledrrng)))

(defon ~ ~ le dofl-prle (mile suc-sise Ske

(output-drec o-.n am
(hoststrils-nam

if (probe>fi le nt hs s uc-o")in)

(cnaent strin (systn-oeralle (sdir;ctry* rng0 )

( kl-fn-roturescs 00) ssni)
(amad-(aetupcntb" (list blue "nq~-tbe". eta.)

((foont-snateastritenatre'strin aay tob-name -lelaire.ry

(diarectary-namstfrng t-urndal, I"))

(detn "St-diectoy (trge dl ay nl )

(Wen(nt eua, curutdireaos-ile (urgatreto-dietrs crrn-iecoy)

(s -diectory-name "s/")

end th m cal ing th disp t r. t he ir t our orm nte "ou put '"

otce hatwe o te l ckin tena e josthere bayseamweawork-wietrhe

(proganopoges 20

Ge otrloertecrrnt-ol directy t rig trn way.-izlo-dratrt

(lock-on-per-spobs)

(cbkfil-ar-ireto-eli foynand)fom

(ckfieo-drcory-eziss jobrra-diretrym (crt-d)coy

bel cbelte-fi leri g tthr eistnuput-dot udirectory-nae t

jobs k-fiie -ordevenbeore istigu thdisac er.aet

Iuarn-poet
Ipos

:; otcotro eerthecuret dxetoY rgh aa9Iceklc-c-a-os



(when (nmil delay) (setq delay su-.si.a.))
(aleaz-dizeatoxy jobs-di~etozy-nmm *01ear-qmary-fi9 5)
(setq 5inzvent-3ob-mm~que-mmb*V* 0)
;;ceate Jobs files,

(fomat t *-aGet ting Jobs fls."
(setq jobs-fils (ozete-.jobs-filos

infile &no-aite jobs-directozy-nam))

;; jmobs in parallel.
(reset-direatoxy orrent-dieatozy))

Cremve-look-on-paz-3obs))

ell1 the dispatoher.
(foreat t -&Znvvoking disPatoher -0&")
(when (dispatabsr jabs-dixectery-naue jobs-dizeatory-name

* output-dieootoy-ame outpat-dIrzeatory-name
.bhosts-fil-nane beats-file-na
A ooai-bost-first lOLI-bast-fixet
* hill-i-no-progress hill-if-o-pwrogrs
: omnd-name, OOmMUn-nam
: delay delay
* oomletion-funation Inqthim-comleted
* front-end front-end
.bak-end infile
* nala nice-flaq)

(foreat t -- &hi events have been ran sucoessfolY. -%)
t)

Clean up.
(uhan Cdltejo0be.flq

(Iterate fat Z in jobs-files
do (delete-file x)))

(reset-dixeatory arwent-direotory))
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:;dimpatch.lop

Thim version s mma that -qtbe is loaded. otherwise one should
(lead "/usr/looal/sc/qtbm/#locp") and
(deftsoxo iterate (Cirest args) 1(sloop::sloop lUargo)).

There are probably a couple of other functions halow that would

neaed to be defined in aktl e.q. no-duplicateap.

We assam that only mue parallel job is being run in the current
:directory at any one time.

522UCTURZU

save is the only structure we introduce:I (dfatruot job

(defwar *local.-host-waxning* t)

(defwaz *sav-tm-tiles-tlg
t 

nil'I fdefwar fki.l-dispatchar-upon-seeing-failnre* oil)

(defoaz olesz-query-flg mLU) :used foz CIZAM-DLW5C~T

:::;:VARZaaM DSCLAPATINOx

(defvar *failed-job-=saasa)

d et w a r * y s a t - p a a l l l - d i r e t o w y I o a / r l e a l l "

(dofwaz *parkIl-ommendO "/local/biu/parl"1)

(defrar Sproteated-hosts-subdixeatorye "protectod-homs/")

The following night have been in /top, but what if other run dispatcher

jobs at the same time? to we put the "Junk" in the current directory,
where the locking mechanics should saye us.

(defyar *Junk-files "1diapatchex-junk.lap--)

(defrar *look-fils-namo* "lock-out-others. par")

;;for the rum file, e.g. "Ilocs&l/src/parallal/statistics/rns/wilding.l"1
(defvar 5long-job-info-filnama*)

;e.g. the number I in the pathnams above

(defyax *uniq-value*)

(defrsi *user-nsmx*) :e. g. "wilding"

(defyar *short-job-into-ilenmeft : i.e. "/Iocallszc/lrallel/statist/job-nfo"
(concatemate 'string Osyst-paralll-dirctory*I "statistcs/job-info"))

(defvar *output-info-xubdirctory# ssitc/us"

(dafyax *Xtart-timae) ; set in dispatcher whem it'sa called

(defvsr 5100S1-host-A~ms*) ;used to make the hosts-jobs-alist and to
:protect against blocking spawns an local host

(defvsr 5aL1-vfaid-bofft-tsa nil) ;not actually used hare, but could be met in an init-f £1.I dofvax *current-job-uniqne-numbert 0) ;not automatically reset on naw dispatcher call

(defvar *fIle-ssrver-tim-disparity*) second& file server's clock is ahead
(could be negative If behind)
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(derma cbk-fila-or-dizectory-exista (filnme Goptioual directory-fig)
(when (not (prob-file filename))

(if directory-fig
(error -Bad news -- directory -A doesn't exist i" filname)

(error "ad neWs -- file -A doesn't existf M"fieamea)))
(When (And directory-flg

(not (equal (aref filename (I- (1.e0gth Malnama))) */)
(erorM-4 "DAM eS -- directory -A didn' t end With & '/' I" fileame4)))

(dafun mn-filea--1 reatory (directory-am list-of-fies)I
(iterate for un In list-of-files

Whom (or (not (stringp name))
(not (probe-file (concatenate 'string directory-name nme))))

(dafon, system-output (amemnd)
Submits a Shell command writes Its output to the -Junk file".
Bhould work if onand is in syntax youl d give when typing to the shell.
Probably don't need to clear *Junk-filek first because SYS!3M will direct Da=TrIg there.

(system (concatenate 'string com and " O "Sunk-fileC)))

(dafr= read-ofte-tor (filname)
;returns NIL If file doesn't exist or if the read fails

(lot ((instream (open filname :direction :inpt :if-does-not-.xisft ni~l)))
(nd tres.

(read mestres., nil nil)I

(close imetream))))

(defon get-syste-tput (commnd)
;assumes output is a single ine

(system-output comend)I
(with-open-file finfila *Jmk-file* :direction :input)

(read-line infile)))

(den lines-from (filename)
-: Rturns the List of lines (as strings) from the given fil.

(iterate With e and top

When
(progn (setq temp (read-Line stream nil nil))

(when 1null temp) (return ens))
(not (equal (setq tom (string-trim \t" tmp))collet tom int

(deftn forwat-to-file (filname string &rest args)
(with-open-filet (outfile filamem

:if-does-not-exist :create
:if-existe :new-version)

(apply #,format outfile string args)))

(defu prina-to-end-of-file (filename String)

(with-open-fie (Stream fileamne :direction :Output

* if-does-not-exisrt e&rzor)
(prino String streaM))

(defu list-directory (directory-ame)

2with the saume Junk file, once DXDZCMY works right in MCL.

Returns the listing (as Strings) of the given directory name,
costed by time, most recently written ones being at the end.

(progn (system-output (format nil "Is '-A'" directory-name))

(lines-fremt Ojunk-file*)))I
(defun clear-directory (diractory-nme &optional query &aux files)
;; Xaturns 7 nless we decide to abort, and then NIL.
(when (setq files (list-directory directory-name))

((or (not query)_I
(y-or-n-p "Directory -A not ainptyt Ofto clear it?"

directory-name))
(iterate for file in tiles do

(delete-file (concatenate 'string directory-name file))
(format t "-Aclearing directory -A.-&- directory-name)I
(system (format nil "rm -A/*" directory-nm)))

it (error -Directory -A not emptyl Qmttn...."
directory-n)))))

(defus job-file-name (drectoy-ame job)
(ceoateat ' string direotery-bm (job-name job))

(defan otpt-file-rnM (directry-rnm job)

tooatenate ' string direatery-name (job-names job) "output"))
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(defem atatue-file-eme (direct-y-eme Job)
400aoatea string diZeatovy-meW (job-name job) -. status-))

(6efon taIP-fimish-fil.-Aame (dizeatozy-name job)
(aseo tse 'string dizeatery-eme "finis.". (prini-to-string (job-nsber job))))

(datuMt-taa-ieam (direatory-nae job)
(ogat-nts ' string direatory-nme "status." (prinI-to-stVing (job-number job))))

(degas t-Voutptfils-em (directory-oe. job)

omaustata 'string directory-ne o-ut-'t. (prial-to-stziAg (jab-numbetr job))))3(datum ak-lock-on-par-jobe (

(erro "Alzeady locked by -I~~
18cmtizes bogus look files aren' t ranoved _-6

Xf you kZILY Vent to remove the look file (CAnZULI tIt) ,-, -

(file-author okfieam))

(focnat-to-file *lock-file-nme
5 

-looked-4-))

(date e*lc-te-ae)

(datum hotnad-he ()

(- (fil-writedate 'unk-fied gt-udieraal - )))

(defum boet-fime-evri.

(defun utpuhst-o (sauehstjb

ger-yem-otAI s trg

(le" (nowC-(ge-unveraltin) "tat-ime')) -~m*))

(sfugtrfing (fr m nil

(dfnotu-otjb(tau host-job)(jbnm(arhs-o)

(let- (floo (ov 600) 6) (mod (floor nov 60) 10))))
(otri-lng-joifoat nig

(prina~t 'String),gttuIjbnme (forae-outputflor)ow 600

* ~~( u digt -o -jo - string u b r : )

(prial-tastring( sp

1(1+ ia-os))) + ep 0 i* nme)
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(defr= ini*.ielisejob.info (
(setq betart-time* (get-universal-tims))
(set-fileb-serVer-time-disperity)
(Setq *Iooml-hot-name

5 
(hostas))

(se4 ts ur-mam (username))
(setq 'mbiq-Velue* (mod (get-file-server-time) 1000000))
(setq 'long-job-info-filens- (concatenate 'string 

5
systaft-prallel-irectory*

scutput-info-subdirectoryO
cuser-name

5
".

(digits-to-string Suniq-waluee 4)))

(mwaind-protect
(When (not (xsetq tom (open *long-job-info-filesfss*

.direction : output
:if-exists nil
*if-does-not-exist creoate)))

(error (concatenate 'string 
5
long-job-info-filenam* "exisrts")))

(when (not (probe-file *short-job-info-filname))
(error (concatenate Istring tshort-job-info-filname'

" does not exist 1)
(dofna output-bang-jab-info (string)I

(prin-to-ead-of-file *long-job-info-filnamet string))

(defun output-short-job-info (string)
(princ-to-end-of-fibe *shoe .job-ifo-filnmat string))

(defun job-info-msgae (message hosrt-names)U

e.g. if message is PA1-START And host-names is (-cli- llclientl" -anoderson-),
and Anderson is currently the only blocked host, we get:

..402/17/89 16:24:53 PAR-START kaudoana cLient12 I

host&: (-cli" -clientW2 "anderson")

blocked: (-andermon")I
(=Ltiple-value-bind
(sea min hour date month Year)
(get-decoded-time)
(format nil

"&++4D'/-DD/-..D D-D:-D-D:-D-D -1. -A -A -D-%hosts: -4-%blocked: -a-v"

(floor month 10) (mod month 10) . AMCL bug (?) makes us do contortionsI

(mod (floor year 10) 10) (mod year 10)
(floor hoar 10) (mod hour 10)
(fl.oor min 10) (mod Sin 10)

(floor sea 10) (mod &*a 10)I
message fuser-nanes* 'local-host-name

5
t 

5
uniqvalna*

host-namest
(list-directory (concatenate 'string *system-parallel-direatory

(defun output-jab-info (message hos-na o etdhss.ubietrt))
(let ((mses (job-info-message message host-names)))

(outp.t-sort-job-Lnfo mess)
(output-long-job-info msess)))

The following function, DSPArCm,

takes Input files from OCW-DXmRomTCR-Wk=
end runs CCNiM-U on each of these files,
UAing the hosts in cs-I-m a
by employing a scheduler which engages roughly every DZAY sconds,
end *ends the output from each job to the directory TIMp-DIVACVRY-NAM
(using the sae filnames as the Input 'Jobs- files). if the job
completes, then the output file in Ta-DuICTOY-NUM is copiedI
to OUTPT-DIRIMOY-NAlM. lote that COWLZ-rVCTCK should retur

either NIL, Which inadicates that the job died in the middle somehow,
or else a pair -- either (,success . 4easage>) or (<other!- . -messaag>),
where .ssage> is either NIL or a list suitable for VcaMA,2, i.e. a List

of the form (string . args).

The auxiliary (&AUX) variables may he thought of as follows.
MOeT5-3005-AUimT; An association list with oae pair (MAT05?M

for each occurrence of 505? in the 5os~s-rIz-Aum. The JOE

aCopnent is either NIL, Which Indicates that the NOS? isf
currently Idle, or alse is a job built using the name of the input file
currently assigned (via the rah condm) to 505?.

~5-UAI8Zn3D:The list of Input files which have not yet been
assigned to any host.
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(defunme-iclh tfrt (host-mamms iocal-host-name)
(iterata for s in host-nae

with es
%ba (not (equal x 1*cai-boet-namw))
collect z into ens
finally (return (macma (itorate for i from I to (- (length host-names) (length ans))

en~)collect local-host-nam)

("efan SMak-hosts-3os-aliait (host-usms iocal-host-first)
.;Nte that *iaI-hovt-name' is already Initialized by the time this is called.

(aced
((not (an"e host-names))U ~ ~~~~(error -amty list of hosts-)) ~oa-otnms)

(hn(and alocai-host-warimaw

(format t -- *M3UNI=: This rum ham been set up such that the local host, (o me otmmsts ' )
-A, is NOW-Sin the host -list. -*' *local-host.names))

(iterate for host-nm in hosft-nams
When (aced

((or (null *all-yalid-hoft-zmss)
(amber host-nm *al-vaid-hst-nmes* :test 'equal))

co (et (forma th -I~X ost-nm nl))) ammae -A not found in 'all-valid-host-ams* .- a"-

(outut-dzooary-amm"Output/")
(boutm-file-name -hosts-)

600)
(oumand-ame"pc-nqthe")

WAc.lti-fUncti0Q #'nqthm-complotad)
(front-end (concatenate * string *system-parallel-directery*

(back-end (concatenate 'string *system-paxallel-directory*
"front-end. isp))

(job-list nil)
&Aux

(tempdirectory-name fteapP) ;auxiliary because we use it in the shell comand

'stiat-time- lahsto nosae 0)ermm'angvla 'ocjbif-ieae

(bfaid-obn mel) il

set 's~*tart-times lcahs*nm *aeros-name', funi-vnam, *u~anm *lon-job-infiienam.'

(initialize-jsh-info)

(format-ormll t"don-C"

(unwind-protectI (progn
(abock-Lock-on-par-jobs)

: look-on-pax-jobs)
(chk-file-or-dixectory-ezists sobs-directory-nm t)
(chk-file-or-directory-.zists output-diectory-name t)
(cbk-file-or-directory-existm tam-directory-name t)

(clear-directory output-dirctory-name *clesx-quory-.fig")
(cleardirectory tm-diretory-num *clear-quary-flqt)

(tarpri)
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(When, job-list
(let ((bed-ftles

(aom-file-In-direatory jcbs-dirctory-aa job-list)))
(Nben bed-files

(error ""d Job Wile, Names Provided: -Cb-k" bad-files))))

eot up local nou-specol variables
(wheniaoe-flag

(*a"g ommand-ams. (concatenate 'string "nine " cammand-am)))
(eqjobs-unaaaigaed4

(if job-list
job-list

(List-directory jobs-d4ireatory-n ame)
(setq hosta-jobs-aliat ;uses 

5
looal-bost-naw.

(make-bosto-jobs-allst
(lines-frmt boas-file-fafte)
loceal-boat-first))

(format t "-Moats requested:--C
(iterate for host-job in hosts-jobs-alist

colleat (car bost-job)))
(format t .- aSstm currently blocked:-.-C"

(let ((a (reooe, *looml-host-asa (blocked-hosts) :test #, equal)))
(or M 'noe))

(output-job-info "PM~-C!AM"
(iterate for host-job in bosts-jobs-allst

collect (car host-job)))

(loop
;the first formIa is gnored for ttao-sinoe-last-progress-cbeck. but that's 09.

(let ((tem (update-coplatod-jobe-recorda
cimplation-factlon hots-jobs-allst jobs-unassigned
tmm-dirctoy-nse output-directory-M)

(motq hosts-jobs-elist (car t~n))
(setq jobs-unassIgned (adr tow)))

(wheft (and klldsaba-oneenfaur**falled-job-ea"*)
(foreat t =..4*ss55KLIN VM!IRN JOB -- if you don't Likeaoro,--

(8350 *XzuL-nXMApsMRc-wPO-Zrr-rAxwsmB* NIL).")
(return nIl))

(whom, (> tiue-since-3last-progress-heck kUll-If--progress)
(setq tine-mince-last-progres-check 0)
(when (setq bad-jobs (find-bombed-jobs bosts-joba-aliat

kill-if-no-progres tomp-directory-aa))
(kIll-processes bad-jobs ton-drectory-name)
(setq hosts-jobs-allat

hosts-jobs-alist bed-jobs))
(Setq jobs-unassigned

(append jobs-unassigned.
(iterate for job In bed-jobs

collect (job-nsme job))))))

(sotq tamp-tine (gt-unIversal-tine))

(let ((t.p (asaign-jobs hoas-jobs-al1st jobs-unassigned, omand-am
jobe-directory-ae froat-end back-end)))

(setq hosto-jobe-alirt (car temp))
(oetq jobs-uaaassgned (odr taW))
(if (all-jobs-ompleted hoats-jobs-allst)

(return t)
(sloop, delay)))

(etq tioe-mince-last-prorss-ceck: (+ tme-since-last-pogreSS-ceck

and of loop

(metq fialehed-normally t)

cooed ("falled-job-names*
(format t -- C-WAILUD J2ON -8-4- *falled-job-anss*)

(jobs-unassigued
(format t "-*-4joN LENT To0 DONS - No SiS 7.V)JAflZ*I I-)
(format t --- Jobe left to do:-% -a-, jobo-unsigned)

(t t))

(rasove-lock-am-par-jobs)
(output-job-infe "PAR-WIn"

(iterate for host-job in hosts-jobs-alist,
collect (Car host-job)))

(when (not finished-orally)
(format t .-eye, 41ll14 any outstanding -parjos-)
(systam *Pftrkll-oomad*)
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3 ::returns a lisat or all jobs Which have made no progress since 'kill-tme"
(let ((Lil-time (- (get-file-Server-tim.) kill-f-no-progress)))

(iterate for host-job In hosts-jobs-alist
when (0nd

(adz host-job)
flet ((tAIM-OUtput- file (ten-output- fie-nme temp-diroctry-nams (cdr heet-jab))))

lf*(adz host-job))

(os (concatenate 'string "kill -IXhL . (prini-to-sftxing PiC)))

(defun get-pid (job tom-dictory)

:pid is first Line of tom output file
(iterate for i from I to 2 2 culd be greater than 2 if we want to try more often

with ansU(eq n (read-one-form (tem-utpt-file-nama tem-dretory job)))

(t (format t -- aftying again to read pid. of -A--0ob)
(21-ep 3)))

finally (error "Uhtable to get pid of -8- job)))

(dafum kill1-processes, (bad-jobs tmo-iretory)
(iterate for job in bad-jobs

do (k"i (get-pLd job tam-drectary))))

(defun rf e-rese-r-otjo -ait(heate-jabs-allat bad-jobs)
;, mote that bad-jobs is In saes order as hosts-jebs-alist

(iterate far heat-job in hots-jobs-alist

((Dull bad-jobs) best-job) hatjb

(cons (car host-job) nil))
(t heat-jab))))

(d"fun block-spawn (hoat)
(and

(not (equalk beat *lecal-hout-name*))
(probe-flea (concatenate 'string *system-parallel-directory-

(dot assgn-jbs protetd-hosta-subdirectery* host))))

(hoste-jobs-aliat jobs-unassigned cnand-nam. jabs-directory-name

front-end back-end)
:2This functiLon asmea that updating of AW?5-MMe-IaT (to refloat comltionI of jobs) has already been performed. That is: it, a not this function' a jab
to do that updating. At this point we already know that if a job may be
assigned to the ChA of the pair the the CDkof the pair is NIL. and vice-versa.

This returns (OWS -Oe hosts- jobs-alist> <nwM-jobs-unassigned>). Its side
a; ffect is to assign new jobs (from XW-MNAB52M) to those hoats

:which are carrently idle, additionally instructing theIhosts to create finisLb files upon comletion.

(cons (iterate for pair in hests-jobs-aliat
with nat-job
collectU ((nul jobs-unassigned) pair)

(1+ *aurrnt-job-uniqu-nbr))))
(setq jobnsuassigned (ado jobe-unassigneid))
(system (syst-job-oomand (car pair) next-jab nemmand-name

jabs-directory-name front-end hack-end))
(output-host-job "starting" (setq pair (can (car pair) next-job)))
Pair)

(t pair))

jobs-unassigned))
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(defn aati-jo-amnd heat-name new-job amen-ame jobe-directory-name front-end bak-end)
Grotesque, but it works. Potioe that \ appears as \\ inaide quote. (" _. "), a nd
the Single quotes are there to protect name. with -funny charactero" like Sfrom the
ehell comend processor.

(fomt nil "/looel/bin/parash -A \'- '\ \'A\'~'A\'\'A\'\'-'\ 1''A~'£
(0acnotenat* setring saystow-parallel-directory* "PAR-)
beet-name

(job-unsba. new-job)
front-end
(job-file8-nams joke-directory-ame new-job)
back-end))

(defus job-osileted (job too-diretory-am)I
(probe-file (tm-iibfl-aetowqdiretory-na job)))

(defumnomv-tm-fie-to-output (job tom-diretory-nme output-dietory-name)
Wooea the output end status files from the temp directory to the output directory.
If the flag Ceawe-tamq.files-flgC is non-nil then this does a copy. instead of aI
mov (for deboqin only, probebly).

(eystem (formet nil
(if *eavS-to~-filee-flq*

"ap "A' ' -' ; up'-A' '-A"'

." , -A' , '' ; MW I-A, '-A'.)I
(temp-tput-fil-name tom-dizctory-ams job)
(output-file-name output-diretory-name job)
(tomp-etatus-file-name to-diectory-name job)
(etatus-fle-asm output-directory-name job))))

(defun update-comlted-jobe-recorda
(comletion-fation hoete-joba-aliet jobs-unassigned tamp-directory-nome

output-directory-name &&ar eucoece-etatue)
Returns new versions of RO?8-Oca-ALIST end .7MB-UWASIXEZD to reflect
known job completions (end failures).

(Cons
(iterate for pair in hoste-jobs-elistI

collect
(if (cdr pair)

((job-comlotad (cdr pair) too-direatory-ame)

(if (Setq SUcceea-vtatus

(tom-tatu-file-name
tom-diectory-ame (adr pair))))

(promn

(output-hcet-3ab "-completed"- pair)I
(when (not (eq (car success-status) sauccess))

(eetq Ofailod-jb-nas.
(oons (job-name (adr pair)) *faitled-job-nAmeeo)))

(when (cdr euccees-etatus)
(freeb-line)

(format t I (job t-D) -1(job-number (adr pair)))

(freeb-line))
(nove-tm-fies-t-output (adr pair) temp-directory-name

output-directory-name))
(prognI

(output-host-job -CCLUOT completed" pair)

(setq johe-massigned (append johe-unansigned
(list (job-name (adr pair)))))))

(an crpair) nil))

(t pair))
Pair))

joba-unaeined))

(defun all-jobe-ocmlted (hosta-jobe-alist)

(iterate for x in hosts--johaelist
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*Most of this file is pilfered (and modified) from en rol file, which
*in turn borrow* freely from Soyer and Moore,@a file -qt. Usp.

(defun nqtba-loaded 4)
(fboundp 'iterte))

(when (not (nqtbm-loaded))
(load /r/oa/c/sallfc nthi

(defwar dispatoer-cods-filas3 ~~ ~~~~ ("/locsL/src/paULs/diptch" /oalrlprle/e)

(defun slrady-c.pi18d (flename &Aux
(lisp-filname (concatenate 'string filename"sp)
(bin-filname (concatenate 'string filename .")

(ad (probe-file lisp-ieae
(probe-file bin-filname)I (< (file-write-date hasp-fileamem) (file-writo-date bin-filname))))

(iterate for name in fienames
when (not (aLxeady-ccmp4ledp nm)I do (return name)))

(Urruff 0OW11-diepatchsr (&aul (first-Mie-to-omile (firat-fils-to-comIlo dispatcher-code-files)))

(format t "-&All diepatcher fils are already compiled.--)
(FLU! ((1* (N)

(LOAD (concatenate 'string n -. o-)))

- (c ondA-xx (oncaenaeflg gIL-ap

(iteraeteal fifie i fipachrs-fileo-cip

(CI file) (IN file))

(defun loadfidispatcher (Saul-cadpils)

(when (seq badfile (ir file) (LT ile)sa) e-cd-ie)
(format ~ ( t UZUXN: file - hol e opie.

thissysem, css ncagteatyoae 'srin ed it".)

(iterate for file in dispatcher-coda-filesI do (Li fil))))
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(setq *broak-onable5 nil)
(setq my*: : *ntif y-Obcf t)

;;; aues to be input for particular sob:
(dofvar *start-position*) :position of applicable nots-lib or boot-strap
(defvar sstart-na.55) ;name of fi~rst event to be possibly proved
(defyar *finih-name*) :naus of event which terninates the job (maybe NIL, for MV)

The following aight be nodified in the particular input file.
(defyar #per-direotorynama -Iusr/boms/par/")

(defvar *event-indez' 0) :Which event we're currently looking at

(defwar *sxiom-srtage
0 

t) ;when t, we should replace PAov-Za~h by ADD-AXICus

(defrar tlat-vntnx*) :Zns Of event lbofit recently read from the input straM

,(sleep 30)

(defun do-event (form)
(setq *event-index* (I+ *event-indax*))
(setq *last-event-nme* (cadr form))

((< *event-indez* *start-positions)
t)

(t
(when *axiom-.tage*

((eq (cadr form) *start-naa*)
(Setq fexiom-staqe nil))

((eq (car fazor)povli)
(setq form

'(add-axiom
,(oadr forn) ,(caddr form) *(cadddr form))))

((eq (ca form) 'Ine-)
(setq forn

(axioma
, (cadr form) , (caddr form) , (cadddr form))))))

(ppr form nil)
(terpri nil)
(evel forml))))

(defun format.2 (string &rest args)
;notice that the call to echo2 guarantees that we'll overwrite the err

(systsin
(concatenate 'string

l-echol
(apply 3' fornat nil string Argo)

(derun fozuat-nqtbe-status (string great args)
(apply 0' format.2 (concatenate 'string *output-cusplted-string* "-a- string) Argo))

(defun par-nqtba-top-lovel (Laux next-par-form Init suiccess)
(unwind-praot

(loop
(setq 4-4t nil)
(Betq next-par-form (read *Btandard-input* nil a-very-rare-cons))
(Setq 4-it t)
(if (or (eq next-par-formo a-very-rare-cons)

(end *finishnsne* (eq (cadr next-par-form) *f eib..naine)))
(return (setq success t))

(or (progi (print (do-event next-par-form))
(terpri nil) (terpri nil))

(return (Setq su aes nil)))))

((null 1.it)
(foruat-nqtben-status -Failure: Uauoes sful read after -S11 (cadr next-par-form)))

(success
(foruat-nqtba-status "Successa I"))

(t (format-nqthu-status - TAILaN: The event -2 failed."
*lest-oventt-ftemo

0
)))

(bye (if suceS 01),
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* par Choet-mamel ( mao-eejCmqu.nimberl Ifiell Ift1a2i lfi1.33
# go"@a prooses wm~b of the PAR a21 followe" by standard Output of rah, all to the st&Adard output
echo *# > t-/oUtpt.*3

(cat $4 $5 #6 1 rah $1 $2 scho2 *atatuff' >> t~Ioutpt.$3) atmp/ctatua.$3

Ico >t~/I4h6
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